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Mats Christéen, founder of Foundrywood. Photography: courtesy of Foundrywood

Strong coffee in the brewer. Moderat’s pounding bass in 
the air. Mats Christéen pulls an all-nighter at Foundrywood. 
Passion never knows business hours, and this is a passion-
ate man, an artist in Greenpoint, Brooklyn with a rep for 
kickass furniture.

At Foundrywood, Mr. Christéen produces an artisanal fur-
niture collection born from a fusion of Brooklyn’s industrial 
edge and the pure, modern lines of Scandinavian design. 
His pieces, in both meticulously handrafted limited editions 
and more approachable versions, amplify the natural beauty 
of organic and often reclaimed materials, all sustainably 
sourced. 

In his work, the artist/designer projects a strong point of 
view about the power of handcrafted and reused materials – 
a view fueled by experiences in his youth.

Growing up, Mr. Christéen worked alongside his father 
expanding the family home in Södertälje, Sweden, a city 
of 65,000 about 19 miles southwest of Stockholm. As the 

Christéen residence grew to six bedrooms from one, father 
and son grew closer in their work. Given a choice between 
movies with mom or hardware runs with dad, a young Mats 
always chose the hardware store.

When the new rooms needed furniture, the Christéen 
men went to work. Mats learned furniture building in the 
very home his family lived in, and his first rehab is still 
there.

“I found these two armchairs from the 60s in my grand-
mother’s basement,” said Mr. Christéen. “She helped with 
the reupholstering. She may have stoked a yen within her 
grandson to rehab the disused.”

His current work honors those beginning experiences. Mr. 
Christéen told Chiara Casiraghi of lapalmemagazine.com 
that he prizes vintage elements, wood and steel for their 
intrinsic beauty. He transforms them, makes them “nicer 
and functional without losing the look” that attracted him. 
And he doesn’t always have a specific need in mind.

Handled with Care: Stories From a Brooklyn Furniture Maker
by Stephen Witte

http://lapalmemagazine.com/
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“I keep a good selection of materials 
at the shop,” said Mr. Christéen. In the 
Foundrywood workshop, racked and 
stacked reclaimed wood lines one wall. 
Live wood slabs lean against bricks. 
It’s a playground for him, but to others 
the space feels like a dungeon.

“There’s not much fresh air in 
there,” he said. “I don’t have an over-
head door to open. It’s kind of a joke 
among the other New York City wood-
workers. We work with what we have.”

The workshop is where Mr. Chris-
téen accomplishes all of the cutting, 
welding and other “messy stuff.” 
Getting his hands dirty in pursuit of his 
art is just another day at work. For a 
client in the West Village who wanted a 
wall of reclaimed wood, he handpicked 
the beams, de-nailed them and sawed 
them into strips. 

“I could not bring myself to call up 
the lumberyard and simply place an 
order,” he said. “It’s not the same.”

Neither does he accept the idea of 
someone else installing his work. After 
an Instagram post of a custom DJ 
booth he built generated Internet buzz, 
requests came in from near and far.

Building furniture in his backyard 
was a start, but one that lasted briefly. 
Mr. Christéen first leased his workshop 
in 2008, prompted by an order of 20 
tables for a real estate office. 

“I suddenly had more work than I 
could produce in my backyard,” he said.

Tapping into the Maker Movement
Those backyard builds were every bit 

as refined as the long line of furniture 
that followed. In fact, Foundrywood’s 
earliest work helped secure that order 
for office tables. Originally tapped by 
the real estate office to craft a room 
divider and a freestanding bar out of 
reclaimed wood and gas piping, Mr. 
Christéen’s services soon expanded.

“The client for the divider and bar 
asked his boss over to see my work. 
Then they asked me to build their of-
fice tables.”

Goings-on in the workshop and adjoining spaces at Foundrywood’s home base in Greeenpoint, Brooklyn

A client for this room divider and bar by Foundrywood (upper left) showed the work to his boss, 
who then placed orders for office tables and personal workspaces.
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The client’s delight with the tables, 
composed of reclaimed yellow pine 
for tops and black steel gas piping for 
legs, led to another big project. A new 
client wanted personal workspaces 
for its accountants, giving each team 
member visual privacy. The Found-

rywood solution? An industrial design 
with steel dividers and reclaimed wood 
for the worksurfaces. 

“It has its practical side because the 
team members can use magnets to 
hold notes on the steel dividers,” noted 
Mr. Christéen.

Knowingly or not, those accountants 
were joyful participants in ‘the Maker 
Movement,’ a movement whose allure 
lies in the human element of being able 
to transact directly with the designer, 
the maker,” according to OpenDesk 
co-founder Tim Carrigan, interviewed 

From left: Desk with reclaimed yellow pine top and welded raw steel end panels; metalworking in progress; conference table with buffed steel top; 
nesting work tables
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by Fortune magazine’s John Owrid. Mr. 
Carrigan noted that buyers seek mean-
ingful buying experiences. They want 
to meet who they are paying and know 
where their money is going.

Meeting clients gives makers and 
artists a reason to step outside their 
studios now and then. The Seattle 
Times’ Rebecca Teagarden wrote in 
2008, “Artists work, often in obscurity 
(and) sawdust, creating one-of-kind 
pieces that honor and transcend the 
trees from which they came.”

In the same article, Michael Monroe, 
now Director Emeritus of the Bellevue 
Arts Museum, in Bellevue, WA, said 

that the way these artists revere the 
natural state of wood distinguishes 
their works from all others. 

“It is cherished and worshiped for its 
beauty and its grain and its integrity.”

Clients want 
the look and the 
workmanship, but 
they also want to 
feel good about do-
ing business within 
their communities. 
Buying local is now 
widespread, and 
plays to social reasons for studio-made 
furniture’s growing audience.

Going Local Means Going Sustainable
Supporting local economies was 

among the reasons consumers cited 
for buying local in a 2013 report by 
the Business Development Bank of 

Canada (BDC). 
As described by 
BDC officials in a 
Global News article, 
growing numbers of 
Canadian consum-
ers show interest in 
a product’s origin, 
with 87% of those 

in the study believing that buying local 
is “better for the environment.”

The United States Green Building 
Council agrees. In LEED v4, local 
sourcing within a 100-mile radius and 
reclaimed materials can add points 
toward green building certification, 
noted a report from Dovetail Partners, 
Inc., a consultant for environmental 
decision making in design and con-
struction.

Tokuhiko Kise, owner of Osaka’s 
TRUCK Furniture, isolates another 
piece of studio furniture’s appeal. 
Interviewed in 2013 by the189.com, 
Mr. Kise spoke about the visible 
genuineness of Truck’s staff, who 
instill “lots of love and integrity” in 
every product.

“With us, what you see is what you 
get,” said Mr. Kise. “It’s not an image, 
it’s just us, and I think people can see 
that.”

The same is true at Foundrywood. 
As an artist, Mr. Christéen is creative – 
a perfectionist and possessor of ‘pedal-
to-the-metal’ energy. 

“It’s just the way my mind works,” 
he said. “It’s my mentality and my 
stubbornness.” 

A Peculiar Path to Furniture and 
Expansion

Mr. Christéen is like a professional 
athlete who loves the game and hates 
to lose. Maybe that comes from being 
one.

Clients want the look and the work-
manship, but they also want to feel 
good about doing business within 
their communities. Buying local is 
now widespread, and plays to social 
reasons for studio-made furniture’s 
growing audience.

Light fixtures from Foundrywood in steel and reclaimed wood

http://the189.com/
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As an NHL pick in 2000, Mr. Chris-
téen played professional hockey in 
Sweden until a knee injury from 2001 
and the resulting nine surgeries caused 
him to hang up his uniform for good 
in 2006. He was 24 then, and still 
needed to make a living. Fortunately 
for him, his persevering attitude toward 
life had given him a fallback gig in the 
midst of his hockey playing years. In 
2002, he was drafted into the world 
of haute couture fashion, modeling 
in runway shows and photo shoots in 
exotic locales for top fashion houses.

Mats has tremendous gratitude for 
his past, for everyone and everything 
taking him to the path he now follows. 
The one leading straight into a Brook-
lyn workshop. Eight years on, he’s 
added space for a finishing room and 
a showroom, open by appointment, to 
Foundrywood’s home base.

In the showroom, one can experi-
ence the look and feel of finished 
furniture pieces – the Fractal Collec-
tion, for example.

From left: Conference/dining table in cottonwood; wood surface detail; table base detail; cot-
tonwood top with ebony gloss inlay

Entry at the Foundrywood showroom; Mats Christéen of Foundrywood; finish and materials samples; two views of the showroom
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The collection features a coffee table 
made of one long slab of walnut with 
a dropped edge. The edges of the 
live slab remain, with the continuity of 
the walnut’s detailed grain wrapping 
top and end. A fractal leg supports 
the opposite end of the top. Welded 
in-house, the leg’s irregularly divided 
sections brings to mind Mandelbrot’s 
theory of Nature’s fragmentation in 
spatial patterns. The leg counter-
punches the sweeping consistency of 
the walnut; all elements are united in 
the live edge’s rawness.

The Fractal Collection also includes 
a six-shelf-high bookcase, where a 
labyrinth of irregularly joined metal 
wends its way from top to floor level.

Wood, steel and all other materi-
als in Foundrywood’s products come 
from salvage stores, metal shops and 
lumberyards dotting Brooklyn’s grid. 
Regardless, Mr. Christéen controls 
the look, particularly with the metals, 
which he finishes himself with different 
patinas for age. The metals he uses 
vary according to his design vision; de-
signs can include anything from scrap 
metal melted and reprocessed into 
rods of various shapes and lengths, to 
sheet steel he cuts to size and welds.

The ‘H’ shaped leg for the Apex 
H bench, of quarter-inch steel, is 
an especially difficult cut job; he leg 
punctures the walnut bench’s top and 
end when installed.

Along the way, Foundrywood’s suc-
cess called for a few more hands. The 
team expanded to include two employ-
ees in addition to Mr. Christéen, but 
the need for a creative director came 
in 2015. The reason? To help raise the 
studio up the next level.

Foundrywood Creative Director 
James Reed brings impressive creden-
tials in branding, product design, and 
production. This collaboration of artist 
with industrial designer sets the stage 
for future directions. Still made by 
hand, though.

From left: Slabs awaiting transformation; Apex H Bench/Coffee Table; the artist with his work; 
Fractal Collection Bench/Coffee Table

From left: Door transformed into a coffee table; Fractal bookcase; individually sawed and sanded reclaimed 
white pine strips installed as a wood wall
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“To this point, I have physically made 
everything,” said Mr. Christéen. “But 
even when we do have more employees 
contributing with the work, we won’t be 
doing things the same way every time.” 

Those tiny variations, the marks that 
show where someone’s hands made 
the furniture, will stay. Mr. Christéen 
says that when he sees furniture or art 
he likes, he gives it the once over. 

“I look closely at the steel, the wood, 
to find those little man-made scratches 
and imperfections — I love that stuff.”

For more information regarding 
custom products portfolio, product 
images, contact information, and 
background on Foundrywood and its 
offerings, visit foundrywood.com. Fol-
low day-to-day happenings at Foundry-
wood via Instagram. n

As researcher, writer, and commen-
tator, Stephen Witte reports and advis-
es on trends shaping the future of the 
A&D community, manufacturers, and 
distribution channels. His background 
includes corporate roles in product 
management, product development, 
and public relations. Reach him at 
switte@stephenwitte.com, or through 
his website, stephenwitte.com. 

Detail of drop-edge joinery; table bases with spline joinery; color-banded boxes with contrasting splines; detail of Apex H Bench/Coffee Table; 
woodworking in progress

http://foundrywood.com/
mailto:switte@stephenwitte.com
http://stephenwitte.com/

